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A new e llipsoidal mirror re Aec to me ter is d esc ribed, in whic h radi a nt Au x from a n infrared mono
c hro lll a t (>I- is foc used on a specimen placed a t th e firs t foca l po int of the e ll ipso id a nd a the rmo pile 
d e tec tor is placet! at th e second. Errors assoc iat ed with a ngular a nd area l variations in se ns iti vity 
of th e det ector a nd wi th aberra ti ons in the opt ics we re largely e limin a te d through use of a s ma ll ave r
aging s ph e re pl aced ove r th e de tector. Losses caused by th e prescnce of the e nt ra nee hole in thc 
el lipsoidal m ir ror a nd frolll mirror abso rption were e va lua ted both theoreti ca ll y a nd ex pe rim e nt a ll y. 
Correcti o ns for these losses pe rmitt ed abso lute re Acc ta nce to be obtained for bo th d iffu se and parti a ll y 
diffu se re Aec tin g s pecime ns. In additi on, the unique op ti cs of the e lli pso id a l mirro r provid e more 
ve rsa tilit y th an is ava il able in Ilrcv iou s re Hec to me te rs. Thi s ve rsa tilit y in c lu des th e ab ilit y to ac
c ura te ly meas ure direc ti ona l-he mi s phe ri ca l, s pec ul ar, nons llecular , and direc ti ona l-a nnula r co ne 
re Aec tan ce. An a nal ys is of the acc uracy of the ins trum ent indica tes th at an accuracy of be tt e r th a n 
one pe rce nt is poss ible fo r a ll e nginee rin g materia ls. Th e li se of the s ulfur ave raging s ph e re a lso 
allowed the cons truc ti o n of a s imple acc ura te s pec ul a r re Aec tomete r for ca li bration of the mirror 
re fe re nce stand a rds used in these measurement s. 

Key Words : Averaging spheres, bidirect ional re fl ec t ali ce, diffu se re fl ec tance , e llipso ida l re Aee to m
e te r, infrared, infra re d det ec tors , re Hec tan ce . re Aee tollle te r , s pat ia l sens itivit y, 
s pec tral reflec ta nce, speeular re Aec tance. 

1. Introduction 

Thi s pape r describes th e developmen t and a nalysis 
of an ellipsoidal mirror re fl ec tome ter , which has 
proved to be highly versatile and capable of providing 
reflec ta nce data of high accurac y_ Although the 
ins trument was developed specificall y for th e infrared 
portion of the spectrum, it is equally applicable to th e 
visible and near infrared portions. 

Spectral, in a narrow wavelength bond cen tered at 
a specifi ed wavele ngth . Spectral re fl ec ta nce may be 
plotted as a fun ction of wavele ngth to produce a 
spectral reflectance curve_ 

2. Definition of Terms 

The terminology used in this paper is that used in 
the field of radiant heat transfer. Because so me of 
the terms have differe nt meanings tha n are normally 
used in the field of optics, they will be defin ed here_ 

Reflectance is the fraction of incide nt flux that is 
re fl ected by a specimen _ It will vary with the wave
length of incident flux and with the direc tion of propa
gation , relative to the surface, of the incide nt and re
fl ec ted flux . It is thus necessary to modify the term 
re fl ec tan ce to indi cate the geo metric a nd wavelength 
conditions of meas ure ment. 

*Thc work described in tlt is pa)Je r wa~ du ne under NASA Con tract No, R--Q9 - 022-{)32. 
I Presen1 address: DUIIII Assoc Jnc .. 9 10 Laredu HUi·d. Silver Spring. Md. 2090 J 
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Directional , in a s mall solid angle about a given 
direction_ 

Hemispherical , In a ll possible direc tions from a 
s urface. 

Diffuse, in cident on a s urface or re fl ec ted from a 
s urface with equal radian ce in all possible directions. 

Directional hemispherical reflectance is the fraction 
of the Aux incident in a small solid angle ~w about the 
direc tion cp, 8, tha t is re fl ec ted into the hemisphere 
above the surface. Mathematically 

f27T L'(cp ', 8') cos cp'dw' 
( 8) = () p cp. "---:L=-op-. -0 -c-o-s -cp-( ~-:w-) -- (1) 

in which Lop. II is the incident radiance in the solid angle 
~w about the direction cp, 8: cp is the angle from the 
normal to the surface and e is the azimuth from some 
fixed point on the specimen. L'(cp' , 8') is the func
tional description of the reAected radiance in the direc
tion cp'e'. 



Specular reflectance is the fraction of the flux inci
dent in a small solid angle Llw centered about the 
direction cp, (J that is reflec ted into a small solid angle 
w' centered about the direc tion cp' , (J' , where cp' = cp 
and (J'=(J+1T_ For mirror surfaces, w'=Llw , but for 
engineering surfaces in general, w' > Llw_ The size 
of Llw and w' should be spec ified in each case_ Mathe
matically 

t, L'(cp', (J ') cos cp'dw' 

P SI)ecui ar = L<p. 8 cos cpLlw 
(2) 

For diffusely reflec ting specimens, the defined specular 
reflectance includes the flux that is diffusely reflected 
in the specular direction, 

Nonspecular reflectance is the directional hemi
spherical reflectance (eq (1)) minus the specular 
reflectance (eq (2)) , 

Directional annular cone reflectance is the frac
tion of the flux incident in a small solid angle Llw 
centered 'about the direction cp' , (J' that is re fl ected 
into the annular cone defined by the angles CPI and CP2, 
Mathematically 

p(d,a.c. ) 
f<P2J2IT L'(cp', (J') cos cp' sin cp' dcp' d(J' 

<PI 0 • 

L<p. 0 cos cpLlw 

TABLE ]. Terminology: Flux Terminology" 

Fill = The flux reflected by the reference mirror. 
Fi = The flux incident on the sample at the first 

focal point. 
F,. = The total flux reflected by the sample (not 

including interreflections). 
Fa = The flux effectively absorbed by the ellip

soidal mirror. 
F w = The flux absorbed by the wire divided by 

(P.)w. (i.e., F w is the flux leaving the 
sample headed in the direction of the 
wires.) 

F sp = The flux that is initially shaded from the 
detector by the sample divided by P._ 

F SI" = The flux that reaches the detector after 
multiple reflections with the sample 
divided by P •. 

F" = The flux lost out the entrance hole. 
F s = The total flux crossing the first focal plane 

(excluding detector ellipsoid interchanges) 
divided by (P.)s. 

F.II = The total flux crossing the first focal plane 
when shield As" is used divided by (P.)SI. 

FS2 = The total flux crossing the first focal plane 
when shield A S2 is used divided by (P.)S2 . 

F d= The total flux cross ing the first focal plane 
when shield Ad is used divided by (p.k 

1/ All flu xes are de fin ed on the basis of the flu x lcaving the sample. The subscript D 
added to the s ubscript of a ll y of the above flu xes implies the flux act ua ll y viewed Ly the 
de leCior when the de fin ed flu x is measured by the d etecto r. 
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Reflectance Terminology 

p~ = Effective reflectance of a point on the 
ellipsoidal mirror. 

P. = Effective reflectance of the central area of 
the ellipsoidal mirror. 

(f5.)s = Effective reflectance of the ellipsoidal 
mirror to the flux Fs. 

(f5,)sl = Effective reflec tance of the ellipsoidal 
mirror to the fI ux Fs i • 

(f5')S2 = Effective reflectance of the ellipsoidal 
mirror to the flux FS2 ' 

(P.)d = Effective reflec tance of the ellipsoidal 
mirror to the flux F d. 

P"s = The hemispherical reflectance of the 
sample. 

P"III = The hemispherical reflectance of the ref
erence mirror. 

Pili = The reflectance of the specular reference 
standard. 

Ps = The normal hemispherical reflectance, of 
a specimen and is approximately equal 
to p(7°, 0). 

(Pe)w = The effective reflectance of the ellipsoidal 
mirror to the flux Fw. 

P.d = Effective reflectance of the ellipsoidal 
mirror to diffuse flux from the second 
focal point. 

Area Terminology 

A" = Area of the entrance hole. 
A. = Area of the opening of the ellipsoidal mirror 

in the first focal plane minus the area of 
the shield A (/. 

A;" = Area of the shield As" in the first focal plane. 
A; = Area of the sample in the first focal plane. 

A;I = First focal plane area of the image of the 
sphere entrance port at the second focal 
point. 

Ad=Area of the shield used to block the specular 
component. 

AS2 = Represents the shield used to establish 
the flux distribution for mirror loss cor
rections, 

As" = Projection of A.;" from the second focal point 
onto the ellipsoidal mirror. 

A s = Projection of A.~ from the second focal point 
onto the ellipsoidal mirror. 

A S I = Projection of A,: , from the second focal point 
onto the ellipsoidal mirror. 

Angle Terminology 

cp = Angle of incidence, measured from the 
normal to the surface. 

(J = Azimuth of incidence, measured from a 
fixed point on the specimen. 

w = Solid angle of inc idence. 
cp' = Angle of reflection, measured from the 

normal to a surface. 



¢' = Azimuth of reflection, measured from a 
fixed point on the specimen. 

w' = Solid angle of reflection. 

Radiance Terminology 

L = Radiance of incident flux, watts per stera
dian per square centimeter (projected 
normal to the direction of incidence). 

Lcp , (J = unidirectional radiance. 
L I = Reflected radiance. 

LI(cp',(JI)=Functional description , of the reflected 
radiance in the direction cp', (J'. 

Miscellaneous Terminology 

YJ = Efficiency of the averaging sphere (i.e., the 
ratio of the flux viewed by the detector 
to that e ntering the sph ere). 

YJ' = The ratio of flux leaving the entrance port 
of th e s phere to that incident on the 
entrance port. 

/8-. = Diffuse configuration fac tor from th e sphere 
entrance port to the ellipsoidal mirror 
(correc ted for s hading e ffec ts of the 
sample a nd sample s upport and for the 
e ffect of the entran ce hole). 

3. Methods of Measuring Reflectance 

A refl ec tometer was desired tha t would measure 
absolute refl ectance (fraction of incident flux re fl ec ted) 
under conditions approximating normal irradiation 
and hemis phe ri cal viewing, with an accuracy of at 
least 1 percent, of specimens at te mperatures in the 
range 100 to 800 oK, and over th e wavele ngth range of 
1 to 15 /1-. 

A number of differe nt methods have been used to 
measure reflectance. Specular re flectance of mirrors 
[IF is of minor interes t here, and will not be di scussed 
further. Three different types of reflectometers have 
been used to measure directional he mispherical 
reflectance: (1) integrating sphere, (2) hemispherical 
source, and (3) integrating hemisphere instruments. 

(a) Integrating sphere rejlectometers [2, 3, 4] are 
widely used at wavelengths below about 2.5 /1-, but are 
generally not suitable for use at longer wavelengths, 
and will not be discussed further. 

(b) Hemispherical source instruments measure the 
reflectance factor 3 under conditions of diffuse irradia
tion and directional viewing, which is equivalent to 
directional-hemispherical re fl ectance. The principal 
instrument of this type for use in the infrared is the 
Hohlraum reflectometer r51, in whic h a cooled speci
men is inserted into a heated blackbody cavity, where it 
is irradiated diffusely. The specimen and a spot on 
the cavity wall are viewed alternately through an 

2 Figures in brac ke ts indicate the lit e rature refe re nces at the end of Ihis pape r. 
:' Thc ra ti o of the flu x re fl ec t ed direct iu nall y b y a diffu sely illuminated sample to that 

refl ec ted by the diffuse comple te reAectur und er the Silln c conditions of irradiation and 
viewing. 

opening in the cavity, and the ratio of the two fluxes 
is reported as the reflectance_ The method is useful 
in the 1 to 25 /1- range_ Major errors, that are diffic ult 
to eliminate or correct for, arise as a result of heating 
the specimen and thermal gradients in the cavity 
walls. 

(c) Integrating hemisphere rejlectometers [6] make 
use of a hemisphere to focus the flux reflected by a 
specimen, located at one conjugate focus of the hemi
sphere, onto a detector located at a second conjugate 
focus. Major errors, which are difficult to correct 
for, arise due to spherical aberrations [7], and to 
variations in areal and angular sensitivity of the de
tector [8]. Several modifications [9, 10, 11] have been 
made to the basic Coblentz instrument. 

None of the above instruments meets all of the re
quirements stated at the beginning of this section_ 
Integrating sphere instruments in general are not 
useful beyo nd about 2.5 /1-. Hemispherical source 
instruments have no provi sion for chopping of incident 
flux , and hence are not suitable for measuring re fl ec
tance of hot speci me ns, and integrating he mi s ph ere 
in strume nts have errors because the mirror does not 
sati sfactorily foc us the refl ected flux and available 
detec tors do not sati sfac torily measure th e re fl ec ted 
flux. Other di sadvantages whic h limit th e usefulness 
of available re fl ectome ters include (1) errors due to 
flux losses s uc h as those out entrance and exit ports 
whi ch are diffi cult to correct for accurately, (2) lack 
of versatility; several are r es tri c ted by design to 
measure ments under a single se t of conditions; and 
(3) several of the m can only be used to meas ure rela
tive refl ec tance, and hence require a refere nce s tand
ard calibrated in absolute re fl ectance, whi ch is not 
available , in order to give a bsolute reflectance. 

It was decided to build a new refl ec tometer that 
would meet all of the requirements previously out
lined_ The Coblentz he misphere refl ectometer was 
modified by re placing the hemispherical mirror by an 
ellipsoidal mirror which permitted the specimen and 
detec tor to be separated by about 17 in. , and thus 
permitted heating and cooli ng of the specimen without 
affecting the detector. Use of the ellipsoidal mirror, 
with specim en and detector at true foci, also greatly 
reduced errors due to spheri cal aberrations. 

4. Design of the Ellipsoidal Mirror 
Reflectometer 4 

The ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer (EMR) was 
initially designed in 1959, and construction was com
pleted in 1960 [12]. However, because of serious 
detector problems [13] and general secondary priority 
of the work , progress was slow, and the desired re
s ults were not achieved until late in 1964. 

.. Certain commerical ins trument s and equipment are identified in thi s paper in order 
to adequately spec ify the experimental procedure involved. In no case does s uc h identi
fication impl y recommendation or endorsement by the Na tiona l Bureau of Stand ards. nor 
docs it imply that the instrument or equipment identified is necessa rily the bes t av ailable 
for t he purpose. 
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(a) Basic design. The basic design of the instru· 
ment is shown in figure 1. An ellipsoidal mirror,5 
121/4 in. in diameter and 3% in . high , is the principal 
feature of the design. Its focal points are located 
about 35/8 and 20% in. from the apex, and it has a 
linear magnification factor of about 5.7. 

The flux from a Globar source is chopped at 11.3 cis 
and focused on the entrance slit of a Perkin-Elmer 
Model 83 monochromator. The exit beam from the 
monochromator is refocused, through a small hole 
in the ellipsoidal mirror , onto the first focal plane of 
the ellipsoid, which is in the plane of the edge of the 
mirror, and centered on the first focal point. A 
lO·junction thermopile is used as the detector, and its 
output is amplified by a synchronous amplifier. The 
angle of incidence of the incident beam on the sample 
at the first focal point is 7°. 

In the absolute mode the incident flux is measured 
with the detector at the first focal point, and the re
flected flux is measured with the specimen at the first 
focal point and the detector at the second focal point. 
Thus , after correctin g for system losses, the absolute 
directional hemispherical reflectance is measured for 
<p= 7° (i.e., p(r, 0)). In the relative mode the detector 
remains at the second focal point, and the fluxes re
flected by a standard and the specimen are measured. 

5Purc hascd fro lll Strong Electric Corporat ion. City Park Avenue, Toledo, Ohio. 

36" RADIUS SPHERICAL MIRROR 

SPECIMEN 

SIDE VIEW 

'Li' 

ELLIPSOIDAL 
MIRROR 

DETECTOR AT SECOND FOCAL POINT 

45° ALUMINUM FRONT SURFACE MIRROR 

MONOCHROMATOR 

'-CHOPPER 

PARTIAL TOP VIEW 

FIGURE 1. Basic design of the ellipsoidal mIrror refiectometer. 
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The relative measurement tends to eliminate the errors 
due to atmospheric absorption and to reduce errors 
from other sources. 

It is more convenient and accurate to use the EMR 
in the relative mod e, first because it is inconvenient 
and time consuming to move the detector back and 
forth between the focal points for an absolute meas· 
urement, and second because the use of a specular 
reflectance standard does not introduce a significant 
error into the measurement, because its reflectance 
can be measured to about 0.001 [1]. 

(b) Advantages of the EMR. The EMR has the same 
inherent errors as Coblentz hemisphere systems, 
with the following exceptions: 

(1) Aberrations are reduced [7]. 
(2) The reflected flux is concentrated in a cone of 

24° half angle, instead of a whole hemisphere; hence 
detector angular sensitivity problems are greatly 
reduced. 

(3) The detector and sample are separated by 17 in., 
hence the specimen can be heated or cooled without 
affecting the detector. 

(4) The unique optical system permits accurate 
calibration of mirror and hole losses for practically 
all engineering surfaces (except diffraction gratings 
and extremely good retroreflectors). 

The optics of the ellipsoidal mirror allow accurate 
description of the distribution of the reflected flux, 
because the areal distribution of the reflected energy 
crossing the first focal plane is related precisely to the 
geometric distribution of the reflected flux for small 
areas of irradiation at the first focal point. That is, 
every direction <p, () in the hemisphere above the sur· 
face is represented by a point P in the first focal plane, 
and every solid angle centered in the direction <p, 0 is 
represented by an area about P. Thus, it is possible 
to select the flux that the detector views, by blocking 
out the unwanted flux with a shield in the first focal 
plane. Hence, a specular component which has a 
solid angle determined by the area of the opening in 
a shield placed in the first focal plane, can be meas· 
ured. Similarly, the bidirectional reflectance for r 
incidence can be measured by varying the position 
of a small hole in the shield. The directional annular 
cone reflectance can be measured by use of a set of 
circular disks centered on the first focal point. Fur· 
ther, the ability to measure the geometric distribution 
of the reflected flux enables precise corrections to be 
made for the system losses , as will be described later. 

(c) Detector problems. Because of the large mag
nification factor of the ellipsoidal mirror, about 5.7 
linear, a large·area detector is required to view the 
entire image of the irradiated area. The irradiated 
area of the specimen is about 2 X 2 mm in size, and is 
enlarged to more than 1 Xl cm at the detector. When 
the instrument is used in the absolute mode it must 
measure equally well the flux in a 2 X 2 mm image 
incident in a cone of 4° half angle centered about a 
direction 7° from the normal, and that in a 1.2 X 1.2 
cm image incident in a cone of 24° half angle centered 
about the normal. 
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FIGURE 2 . Basic desib ll of averaging sphere. 
The ~ pht ' IT i" line d \\lth m,u. sulfur . 

Preliminary tests, in which a Golay-ce ll detec tor and 
a lO-junc tion th e rmopile detector were used , gave 
reflec tances that were in e rror by 40 to 50 percent. 
These large e rrors were lat er found to be due pri 
marily to the variation in areal sensitivity of the de
tector [13J and overfilling of th e de tec tor sensing area. 
Detec tor res pon se to the Rux in a 1116 in . diam beam 
was found to vary by as much as 50 percent as the beam 
was scanned across the se nsitive area of the detec tor. 
There was also so me variation of angular se nsitivity , 
particularly at angles from the normal greater than 
2r. Detec tor res ponse to th e Rux in a 3 by 3 mm 
beam ce ntered on the se ns itive area of the thermopile 
detec tor vari ed only s lightly as the angle of incidence 
was changed from 0° to 2r, but fell off rapidly at 
angles greate r than 2r [14, 15J. 

(d) Flux averaging devices. Several Rux averaging 
devices were inves ti gated [14, 15] a nd a 2- in . diam 
sphere lined with mu sulfur, as shown in figure 2, was 
selected for use with th e instrume nt. Tes ts using 
the averaging s phere and the thermopile de tector 
showed that th e variation in areal and angular sen
sitivity of the combination had bee n reduced to a 
point where errors from this source could be almost 
completely eliminated, at wavelengths from the visible 
out to about lOp,. 

5. Analysis of the EMR 

In the re lative mode the EMR is used to measure 
the ratio of the flux (Fr) reflected by the sample and 
the Rux (Fill) reRected by the reference standard (e.g., 
an accurately calibrated mirror) ; the re Rectance 
p(70, 0) of the sample is obtained by multiplying this 
ratio by the reRectance (Pill) of the reference mirror, 
thus: 

(4) 

The relation between the Rux Fill reRected by the 
refer ence mirror and the portion of the Rux FlIlrl en-
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tering the averaging device is simple. 6 The Rux Fill" 
is th e product of the average value of re Rec tance 
Pe of that portion of the ellipsoidal mirror receiving 
the reRected Rux and the reflected Rux Fill it self, thus: 

(5) 

When a diffusing sample is substituted for the refe r
ence mirror. however, the relation betwee n th e re
flected Rux Fr and the detected Rux may be more 
complex. There are four major sources of Rux loss, 
and these must all be accounted for precisely : (1) A 
part, Fo.,7 is absorbed or misdirected by th e eUipsoi
dal mirror , (2) a part Fil is lost out the hole admitting 
the in cident beam, (3) the Rux scattered and absorbed 
by the wire sample supports is (p ,)"F".,8 and (4) the 
flux los t by samp le shading is j5,rFsl, - F" I ~ (see hg. 3). 

The flux crossing the first foc-al plane is ((i,lsI"s' 
Thu s . the total flux reflected by the sa mpl e is: 

(6) 

All the flux es in eq (6) are defined on the bas is of th e 
flux leaving the sampie. be fore it is re fl ec ted by the 
e llipso idal mirror. Since eac h one of these losses 
depends on the distribution of flux re fl ec ted by the 
sa mpl e_ it is necessary to know so me thing about thi s 
distrihution. 

6 '\f'g; l t'l' tin ~ until lakr Ihe intl'n: han ~t' of flux hl'hH"1I tILt· .... alllplt · i lllt! Iht ' aVt'ra~illj.!; 
devict'. 

7 Nol l' Ihal Ill(' actual lII irrtJl 1" .... :-. wi ll Iw la~('n inlo account II) t·tHhidennv- 1I11' re fl t'( " 
la l\(',' of til{' e llipsoida l mirro r invol vt, t! in t' aell of Iht:' other lo::.st· ... ; IIH'rdol"t,. F" d",'~ 1101 

dirt:'{' l ly appear in eq (6). Further. Ih,' nu x term ::. u"'t:'d in tlti ~ .... ,·t·t illll an' ,dl'I"t' IIt'ed to 
tilt' flux 1t'l.Ivinp, lilt:' .... amplt· a nd nut th t' actudl flux Itt!'!':'; o<""ulTil1/! in (·a( ·b (·a .... '·. 

KIp.).,. i,:.; tht' avt'r,lgt' elTet'livt, reHeCla lH.' t' of th e t'lIip~oidal m ilTt,r rill" tltt" gi\t'll di .... tnll(J · 
lion of FJ' u n the llIirror. whe n ' .\ is a variJble. 

\! p, i~ lilt' a\I 'raI:W dTI ·(·t ive rl'fleel<lllt't' of tht' (·t:'n tra l purl of tilt' t·llip...,oidal lIlil rOI. \\hich 
varit'd I» lesl:> than 0.2 pl'r( ' ell!' FS/ J is t lw flu }' leav in g: Ihe ::.<1 1111'11' 1111 tilt' fi ...... ! rdlt· t ·t ioll 
that i .... ~hadt'cI (a fk'r rdl t'ctioll froln lilt:' (' Ilip~oidal m irro r) frum t ht· ,pllt,It, ellll·UIU·,' . Fs,' 
i!:l lha t part of F~I) Iha t t'velltually rt'a<:ht'~ th t· l:I pbt,rt, ('lI tnt rl(·t' U) <Ill )' path . 

FH 

L 
SAMPLE AT FIRST ~ 

FOCAL POINT 

.OIO·WIRE 

_~. ____ /- _ ~;;~~5RTS 

/ Fs (~<)s ~ FW(f5<lw 

SECOND FOCAL ~ + 
POINT ( . )/AVERAGING SPHERE 

~/DETECTOR 

FIGURF: 3. Flux balance of a s(I{ll/lle ill Ih" ,,/li/I.widlll mirror 
r"flee/ollleIN. 



ELLIPSOIDAL MIRROR 
REFLECTOMETER 

FIRST FOCAL PLANE 
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AD 

FIGURE 4. System configuration for definition of the fluxes Fs' Fsh 
F s2, and Fd • 

The flux distribution throughout the system can be 
evaluated by means of shields placed in the first focal 
plane , as previously described. Thus, to aid in evalu
ating the fluxes in eq (6) , the following fluxes are 
defined (see fig. 4): 

F,- the flux crossing the first focal plane , divided 
by the average effective re fle c tance of the mirror , for 
the particular distribution of F, on the mirror. 

Fs' - the flux crossing the first focal plane, divided 
by (P.),,\, when shield A"" is in the first fo cal plane. 
F,~ - the flux crossing the first focal plane, divided 

by (P.),,~, when shield S2 is in the first focal plane. 
FI/- the flux crossing the first focal plane , divided 

by (P.),/, when shield D is in the first focal plane . 
The fluxes de fined above can now be used to com

pute the losses in the system. For brevity, only the 
equation describing each loss is given. The comple te 
derivation of each loss is given in [15]. 

Mirror loss , Fa: The e llipso idal mirror will absorb 
some of the flux in cide nt upon it. Further , since the 
mirror is not perfect, it may trans mit or scatter some 
of the incident flux. Thu s, it is necessar y to know the 
effective re fl ec tance p; of the mirror. This is de fined 
as the ratio of the flux that reaches a predefi ned area 
at the second focal plane (the entrance port to the 
averagIng sphere) to that inc ident on the ellipsoidal 
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mirror from a de fin ed area in the first fo cal plane (the 
irradiated area of the specimen). The " absorbed" 
flux (a = 1 - p; ) includes flux lost by absorption, trans
mission , scattering, and optical aberrations. This 
p; was meas ured for the ellipsoidal mirror, and is 
reported as a fun ction of position on the mirror in 
tables :2 and 3. Figure 5 shows the optical paths used 
in making the meas urements and locations of the 
areas measured . Table 3 indicates that P./I /P.\ does 
not vary with wavele ngth, but increases a s the meas
ured area moves away from the apex of the mirror. 
The reflectance of the outer edge of the mirror is about 
1.5 percent higher than that of the apex. 

TABLE 2. Absolute reflectance of ellipsoidal mirror (Point 2 infig. 5) 

Sel #1 Sel #2 Sel #3 Ser #4 Average 

1.5 IL 0.951 0.949 0.951 0.948 0.950 
2.0 IL .964 .963 .959 .961 .962 
2.5 IL .965 .969 .967 .963 .966 
3.5 IL .969 .97 1 .969 .97 1 .970 
4.5 IL .969 .97 1 .970 .973 .97 1 
5.5 IL .970 .97 1 .973 .970 .971 
6.5 IL .971 .973 .973 .974 .972 
7.0 IL .972 .972 .974 .973 .972 

TABLE 3. Relative reflectance of the ellipsoidal mirror as a function 
of position and wavelength a 

Wavelengths ~ 1.5 I' 2.0 I' 2.5 I' 3.5 I' 4.5 I' 5.5 I' 6.5 I' 7.0 I' 

Areas ! 
I 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
2 1.00r 1.001 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.001 1.000 
3 1.002 1.002 .1.001 1.000 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.002 
4 1.013 1.010 1.01 2 1.016 1.016 1.015 1.015 1.013 
5 1.000 1.001 ·1.002 1.001 1.000 1.001 1.000 1.000 
6 1.002 1.002 1.003 1.001 1.002 1.002 1.002 1.001 
7 1.015 1.013 1.015 1.015 1.01 4 1.014 1.015 1.01 3 
8 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.000 1.002 l.00t 1.001 1.001 
9 1.002 1.002 1.003 1.002 1.003 1.002 1.003 1.002 

10 1.014 1.01 5 1.014 1.016 LOIS 1.015 1.015 1.01 4 
II 1.001 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.000 LOOt 1.001 1.002 
12 1.002 1.002 ' 1.001 1.002 1.001 1.002 1.002 1.002 
13 1.013 1.014 1.014 1.016 1.014 1.014 1.015 1.01 4 

Average values for areas equally distant from the apex of the ellipsoid 

Sel A b 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.000 1.001 LOOt· 1.001 1.001 
Sel 8 h 1.002 1.002 1.002 1.001 1.002 1.002 1.002 1.002 
Set C b 1.014 1.013 1.01 4 1.016 1.01 5 1.015 1.01 5 1.014 

a Values are all referred to position No. ] , see fi gure 3. 
bSet A is co mposed of a reas 2, S, 8, and 11 ; sel B is composed of areas 3, 6. 9, a nd 12: 

and sel C is composed of areas 4, 7, 10, and 13. 

If the reflectance of the mirror were uniform , p. 
would cancel out in the computation of absolute re
flectance from relative measurements. Tables 2 and 
3 indicate that the flux reflected by a diffusing sample 
as measured with the EMR should be corrected for 
the reflectance of the mirror on the basis of its geo
metric di s tribution. The defined flux F s2 was used 
to compute the effective reflectance of the mirror for 
each sample measured. This leads to the following 
equations for the various effective reflectances of the 
ellipsoidal mirror. 
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F,GURE 5 . Areas llsed in m.easurem.ent of mirror reflectance. 

(p.)s = (5, [1 + ;: (0.015) J 

((5')81 = (5, [1 + ;:~ (0.015)J 

((5,)d = (5, [1 + ;; (0.015) J 

((5')82 = 1.015(5,. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

H ole loss, Fh : Some of the reflected flux will esc a pe 
through th~ hole in the mirror which admits the in
cident beam. This loss is determined by the amount 
of flux reflected by the sample in the directi on of the 
hole. Previous investigators have not es tablished 
the magnitude of this loss, whic h does not necessarily 
lie between the condition of no loss for a specular 
re flector and a loss based on the diffu se configuration 
factor from the sample to the hole. The flux density 
around the e ntrance hole can be co mputed from fluxes 
Fs and FS' , as shown in figure 4, and the geometric 
relationships involved. 

(11) 
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where Fsh is the flux incident on the area As", th e area 
on the ellipsoidal mirror of the projection of A~" (in the 
first focal plane) from the second fo cal point. Thus, 
the average flux density around the hole is F.,,, /(A s" 

- Ah). It is logical to assume that the flux density 
over the area of the hole, Ah , is the same as that over 
the area ASh surrounding it. Thus, the hole loss is 

(12) 

or, in terms of the measured fluxes, 

F" = A,,(Fs - FsI). 

Ash-A" 
(13) 

The assumption of uniform radian ce over the small 
solid angle s ubte nded by As" is more reasonable and 
accurate than the ass umption of uniform radiance 
over a he mis phe re made by pre viou s inves tigators. 

Wire loss, (Fw): A frac ti on Fw(i5,)w of the flux re
fl ec ted by th e sam pie and focused toward the de tec tor 
will be absorbed o r sca ttered out of the opti cal path 
by the wire sample supports. It s hould be noted that 
th e wires are orie nt ed out of the path of th e s pecu
larl y re fl ected bea m. He nce, if a shield blocks the 
flux in the area surrounding the direc tion' of s pec ul a r 
refl ec tion , the re mainder would be th e nons pecularly 
re fl ected flux. If thi s flux is ass umed to be uniformly 
di s tributed over the area (A,) of the first focal plane 
of the ellipso id , the n 

(14) 

where A, = 7T/4D; - Ad. (15) 

(D, is th e di a meter of the ellipso id al mirror, and Ad is 
the area of shield D. ) 

Equation (14) r educes to 

(16) 

s ince ((5.)w == ((5.)<1 when F" is eve nly di s tributed over A •. 
Since Fw is a secondary correction, it is apparent 

that the assumptIOn, that the average nonspecular 
flux density over the firs t focal plane is inte rcepted by 
th e wire supports, is suffi ciently accurate, especially 
since the wire su pports co m pri se 2 diam of the first 
focal plane. 

Sample shielding loss , (Fs(J - Fs,.): Flux leaving the 
sample normal to its surface will be reflected back to 
the sample, and hence be blocked from the detector. 
However, any of the reflected flux incident on the 
specimen in the area A.:, (the image in the first focal 
plane formed by the ellipsoidal mirror of the sphere 
entrance port in the second focal plane) may be 
multiply reflected by the sample and mirror and fo
cused on the detector. To correct for the sample 
shielding loss , the three fluxes F<I, F." and Fs' will be 
required. The flux involved in this loss is that whi ch 



strikes the ellipsoidal mirror on the projected area 
of the sample, As (projected from the second focal 
point). From figure 4, it is seen that As is partially 
surrounded by the shield Ash, and will have approxi
mately the same flux dens ity as that on Ash. Hence, 
the total flux initially shaded is 

(17) 

However , a portion AstiAs (As! is the area A;! projected 
on the ellipsoid) of the flux Fsp is reflected from area 
A;! and could reach the detector. Reference 15 shows 
that the fraction Fsr that eventually reaches the de
tector is 

The flux multiply reflected by the sample or refer
ence and ellipsoidal mirror that eventually reaches 
the detector is defined by eq (18), in terms of the four 
measured fluxes and the area relationships involved. 

One further problem arises because the detector is 
not black; that is, the sphere entrance port back-re
flects flux into the optical path, some of which even
tually gets back into the sphere and increases the 
flux sensed by the detector. For the Fs measurement, 
flux (p.).Fs enters the sphere port initially. However, 
some fraction YJ' of this flux is reflected back out the 
sphere entrance port. This flux is reflected nearly 
diffusely, so that a fraction Is - .YJ' Fs(Pe)s is intercepted 
by the mirror and focused on the sample in the first 
focal plane (Is - . is the standard diffuse configuration 
factor as defined in reference 16). The sample then 
reflects the flux back to the mirror, which focuses it 
on the sphere eEtrance. Thus, an amount F: is added 
to the flux F.(p.)s that was originally incident on the 
sphere entrance. 

(19) 

where (P.)d is the average effective reflectance of the 
mirror for flux coming diffusely from the sphere en
trance and Phs is the hemispherical reflectance of 
the sample. Further, a fraction F.~ of the flux that 
reaches the sphere on the second pass will be multiply 
reflected back to the sphere. 

(20) 

This process will continu e until the total flux in the 
sphere is 

(2 1) 
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The flux viewed by the detector, Fsd, will be 

(22) 

where YJ is the sphere efficiency. 
Similarly, the detector views the other measured 

fluxes as 

(25) 

The total flux reflected by the sample, Fr , is thus 

{Fdd C)2 (A.-Aw) ( 1 ) } ] 
X Fsd ps p. d A. 1 _ Fsd - Fdd 

-psp. F 
sd 

{Fdd -2 (A.-Aw) . I} ] 
X Fsd psP. A. 1 _ Fsil - F'ill 

-psp. F 
sri 

(26) 

If we now account for the interchange of flux between 
the reference mirror and the averaging device, the 
incident flux is computed as 

FI = F 1iI[] - Phlll~.)~YJ'U;-')I]. (27) 
PIIIP,YJ 



The reflectance of the sam pIe, p(r , 0) , is equal to 
the reflected flux , F" eq (26) , divicled by the in-c id e nt 
flux, eq (27). The simplifying assumption is made 
that the terms (1- P"sP;YJ'./.~-.) for F'I/. Fs(f. FSlff ' and 
F'dl/ are equal, and that YJ and YJ' are res pec tively ide n
tical in eqs (26) and (27). Then 

p(r, O) =~ [{ Fsd (I + A,, + As 
F"f {l + ~S~((0.015)} As" - A" 

f sa 

As, [Fdd (-)2 (A. - Aw)'1 ])} - X -PsP'd 
ASh +Ah Fsd A. [ _ F",, - F"" 

- psp. F 
sri 

(28) 

In which the only remaining unknown is p". whic:h is 
identical to p(7°, 0). A very good approximation is 

(29) 

An error of up to 50 percent in ps, as evaluated by eq 
(29), would cause only a very small error in p(7°, 0), 
since ps occurs only in secondary flux terms. If jus
tified , an iteration process can be used to obtain suc
cessively better values of ps. 

The derivation of eq (28) is, for the most part, ap
plicable to any ellipsoidal mirror. A few of the 
simplifying assumptions are based on measurement 
with the partic ular mirror used in this work. 

There are two sources of known errors that are not 
com pensated for in eq (28): they are the edge loss, and 
detector-sample interc hange. 

Edge loss . If the sample is not accurately posi
tioned in the first focal plane, some of the reflected 
flux will miss the ellipsoidal mirror and be lost. The 
amount depends upon the geometric distribution of 
reflected flux. For a perfect diffuser, the fractio n 
of the total flux lost in this way is (reference (5) 

F,-Fe (30) 
---

where F, is th e total flux re flected by the sample and 
F" is the flux hitting the mirror, h is the distance be
tween the sample and the first focal plane, and r. 
is the diameter of the ellipsoidal mirror. The magni· 
tude of this loss is shown in figure 6. 
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FIGUHE 6. Edge loss /01' ([ petj'eet dijji,ser. 
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FIGUHE 7. Error du.e to defeefor·ellipsoid inferc/wnge, /01' differen f 
val ues 0/ Ps and Pm' 

Detector-ellipsoid (sample) interchange. In the 
fi nal steps of the derivation of eq (28), the de tector
elJipsuid inl erchange was ignored. This is legiti mate 
if p(7°. 0) == Pili : however. for Pili ~ p(7°. 0) or 
pm ~ p(7°, 0), a significant error can be introduced 
from this source. Figure 7 shows the magnitud e of 
this error for different values of p(7°, 0) and pm. The 
maximum value is 4 percent. The error can be 
avoided by using a comparison s tandard having a 
reflectance Pili near that of the sample. If necessary, 
a calibration can be made for this factor (reference 15). 

Summary. The analysis of the EMR presented 
here is based on the ability to measure four different 
fluxes. These fluxes , plus a knowledge of the system 
parameters, permit correc tions to be made for sys tem 
losses, based on reasonable assump tions about the 



geometric distribution of flux refl ected from surfaces 
to be measured. The important features of the re
flected flux distribution are measured, in order to 
make accurate corrections. The assumptions on 
which these corrections are based are believed to be 
more accurate than those used previously with other 
reflectometers. 

6. Experimental Data 

A. Reference standards . The use of a calibrated 
mirror as the reference standard is highly desirable, 
since suitable mirrors are readily available and can 
be calibrated by any investigator. The specular 
refiectometer used in this work to measure the re
flectance of the reference mirrors utilized the pre
viously mentioned sulfur-coated diffusing sphere and 
thermopile detector to measure the incident mono
chromatic flux and that reflected once each by two 
sample mirrors. The use of the diffuser reduces the 
required precision of optical alinement. The ratio 
of the twice reflected flux to the incident flux is the 
product of the reflectances of the two mirrors. - If the 
reflectances are equal, then the ratio is the square of 
the reflectance. This proced ure red uces the error 
of the measurement, since the expected error is the 
same whether one or more reflections are involved. 

Three sets of four mirrors , each coated with vacuum 
deposited aluminum, gold, and rhodium, respectively, 
were used. Six reflectance measurements were 
made , two each on three different pairs from each 
set. This did not exhaust the six unique pairs in 
eac h set, but allowed intercomparison of all the mir
rors to establish that their reflectances are indeed 
equal. The data are shown in table 4, together with 
comparable literature values [17, 18, 19,20]. 

B. Optical quality 0/ ellipsoid. To ascertain that 
all of the beam of reflected flux was focused onto the 
entrance port of the averaging sphere at the second 
focal point, a Polaroid Land camera back was placed 

at the second focal point so that the plane of the film 10 

w.as at the position of the sphere entrance port. Two 
dIfferent samples were used at the first focal point: 
(1) an aluminum mirror, and (2) a diffuse porcelain 
enamel reflectance standard. Figure 8 displays the 
images formed in the second focal plane for the two 
different samples and for different exposure times. 
~he black area around each image is the approximate 
sIze and shape of the entrance port of the averaging 
sphere. 

The image formed with the aluminum mirror is quite 
clear and well-defined. The image formed when the 
mirror was inclined 25° with respect to the first focal 
plane shows light gray areas surrounding the white 
image, which indicate that the scatter and aberration 
of the ellipsoidal mirror increase with distance from 
the apex. The image formed in the second focal plane 
when the porcelain enamel (a fairly good diffuser) was 
placed at the first focal point is enlarged , which indi
cated that careful location of the image on the sphere 
entrance port is required if one expects to collect all 
of the flux represented by these images. The in
creased image size for the diffuser is indicative of the 
to~al sc~tter and aberrations for this particular ellip
SOIdal muror. In all cases , increased time of exposure 
yielded slightly enlarged images, indicating that a 
small amount of flux surrounds the visual image. The 
conclusion drawn from the results displayed in figure 
8 is that ess~ntially all of the flux does enter the sphere 
when care IS taken to center the visual image on the 
entrance . 

C. Directional hemispherical reflectance. Several 
samples were chosen for reflectance measurement with 
t~e EMR: (1) platinum-l.3 percent rhodium alloy, 
(2) gold mesh, (3) a porcelaIn enamel, and (4) oxidized 
Kanthal. ll Samples 1 and 4 are high·temperature 

10 The film was Pola roid T ype 47. a 3000 speed film . 
I I Trade name of a heal -res is tant a lloy. 

TABLE 4. Measured reflectance of ref erence mirrors 

Rdlcclancc 411' aluminum 

S tandard Bes l 
A verage d e viation lite rature 

values [34[ 

1.0 0 .9608 0.001 2 0.9742 
2.0 .9742 .0017 .9779 
25 .9757 .0010 .9794 
3.0 .9828 .0000 .9816 
4.0 .9840 .0011 .9830 
05 .9802 .001 2 .9800 
6.0 .9802 .001 3 .9861 
7.0 .986:1 .00 17 .9866 

j2:. IP - P" 
SlautianJ dt 'v ial iu ll = .'. ··- 1- · 

(1/ - , 

Average 

0.9809 
.9833 
.9843 
.9870 
.9874 
.9870 
.9878 
.9890 

Re fl ec t ance of guld 

S tandard Lit erature Bes t 
d eviation ,.Iues (361 lit e rature 

values [351 

0.0014 0.982 0.9906 
.0010 .983 .9914 
.0014 .983 .9922 
.0005 .983 .9934 
.0008 .983 .9938 
.001 4 .983 .9938 
.0005 .983 .9939 
.0017 .984 .9939 
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Reflectance 
of rhodium 

Lit erature 
Average va lues (371 

0.8383 0.882 
.8850 .905 
.9104 .91 5 
.9339 .932 
.9428 .942 
.9470 .946 
.9474 .950 
95 10 .953 

L---- ___ 



Aluminum Mirror 
0° Sample Holder 
2-Second Exposure 

I Aluminum Mirror 
0° Sample Holder 
I-Minute Exposure 

Aluminum Mirror 
2So Sample Holder 
S-Second Exposure 

Aluminum Mirror 
2So Sample Holder 
I.S-Minute Exposure 

Enamel 
0° Sample Holder 
2-Second Exposure 

Enamel 
0° Sample Holder 
IS-Second Exposure 

Enamel 
0° Sample Holder 
4S-Second Exposure 

Enamel 
0° Sample Holder 
2-Minute Exposure 

FIGURE 8. Photographs of images fanned in second focal plane of 
ellipsoidal mirror. 

Th e blac k are a s urrounding eac h image is the ap proximate size of the s phe re e ntra nce 
port. 

emittance standards provided by the National Bureau 
of Standards and described by Richmond et aI., [21]. 
Sample 2 was provided by Bernd Linder of the Missiles 
and Space Division , General Elec tri c Company, Phila
delphia, Pa. It is a O_002-in . diam stainless steel wire 
screen, 135 mesh, backed by 1.5 mil Mylar, coated 
with vapor-deposited gold. Sample 3 is a standard of 
luminous daylight reflectance . 

(1) Platinum-1 3 percent rhodium. The ' average 
values obtained in six determinations of the reAectance 
of each of two samples are shown in figure 9. Table 5 

208- 651 0 - 66- 3 
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FIGURE 9. Spectral directiona l hemispherical reflectance of pia/
in um- 13 percent rhodium alloy. 

Eat:h point is the average of six del c rtninalions , three each on two specimens. 

gives the individual meas ure me nts, a nd values from 
reference 21. The s ix values re ported in table 5 were 
obtained by two differe nt operators ove r a period of one 
wee k. De terminations 1a and 2a were mad e on sam
ples tilled 10° to the firs t focal plane, in order to elimi
nate the hole and sampl e s hadin g correc tions. This is 
possible because, as the data on th e s pec ul ar co m
pon e nt in table 5 indicate, th e re Aected Aux is co ncen
trated aro und the s pec ular direc tion, and tilting th e 
sa m pI e res ults in no edge loss. The data for the tilted 
samples are not significantly different from those for 
sampl es that were not tilted: hence, the correc ti ons 
must have bee n acc urate (ass uming no cha nge of re Aec
tance for s mall c hange in angle of inc idence). 

(2) Cold mesh. The data for the gold mesh sam
ples are presented in fi gure 10. Each data point is the 
a verage of three determinations. 

(3) Porcelain enamel. Th e data for the porcelain 
enam el re Aectan ce s tandard are presented in fi gure 11. 
No attempt was made to correc t for th e sphere-ellipsoid 
interchange. 

(4) Oxidized Kant hal. The data for the oxidized 
Kanthal are shown in fi gure 12. The inc id e nt Aux was 
attenuated by 50 percent with a sec tor di sk for the 
reference meas ure me nt , but not for the sampl e meas
ureme nt. The data were correc ted for the sphere
ellipsoid interchange [15]. 

The data in figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 includ e a valu e for 
the spec ular component of reAec ted Aux. No effort 
was mad e to s tudy the size of the shi eld that would give 
the mos t useful s pecular component: instead, the As" 
shield was used. The s pec ular component was com
puted as: 

nt. I Fsd - F"d 100 
-;0 specu ar component = F X . 

sri (31) 

The experimental specular component for a near per
fect diffuser (mu sulfur) is 9 percent. The "true" 
specular component is that computed by eq (31) 
minus 9 percent, and is shown in table 6. 
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TABLE 5. Reflectance of platinum - J 3 percent rhodium alloy a 

Wavelength # l a # 10 #Ic # 2a # 2b # 2(' Average S iandard S pec ular 
deviation component 10 

% 
1.5 0.6 10 0.597 0.591 0.566 0.574 0.603 0.S96 ± O.OOS 69 
2.0 .701 .691 .692 .694 .686 .696 .693 .002 82 
2.S .823 .8 13 .821 .826 .827 .820 .822 .002 83 
3.S .9 19 .90S .921 .924 .930 .9 13 .9 19 .005 86 
4.5 .933 .926 .937 .935 .940 .929 .933 .004 87 
5.S .942 .936 .940 .946 .947 .932 .941 .005 88 
6.5 .945 .938 .940 .947 .949 .942 .944 .00S 90 
7.0 .947 .940 .942 .946 .9S3 .943 .94S .005 92 

;' The spec imens were annealed at 1825 OK prior to mea'surement. Two samples are repr esented in this table . I 
and 1.. Measurement s la and 2a we re made with the sample till ed 100 to the firs t focal plane . 

I> This is an approxi mation of the specular component by us ing l(F.<tI -Flfril/ F~dJ X 100%. b ecause it includes the 
diffu se component of flu x in the so lid angle about the spec ular direc tion . and does not acc0 1.lnl for obvious sys te m 
correc tion s. 

NBS Reflectance for Pt 13% Rh reference 38 
(various sample temperatures) C 

A 800 OK 1100 OK 1300 OK 

% % % 
1.5 JL 74.8 78.7 77.4 
2.0 80.8 81.5 80.3 
2.5 83.S 83.2 82.0 
3.S 87.4 8S.7 84.S 
4.5 89.1 87 .4 86.S 
5.S 90.4 88.9 87.3 
6.S 9 1.4 89.9 88.7 
7.0 9 1.6 90.4 89.2 

t' Dat a are 1 - €. where E is nurmal spec tral emittance. 

A. Specular Component 
1. S!J. 13% 
2 . 0 13% 
2 . 5 13'7. .7 
3. 5 13% 
4.5 13% 
5 .5 13% 
6 . 5 13% .6 
7.0 13% 

.5 

. 4 
P(7~8) 

.3 

.2 

PORCELAIN ENAMEL 

t.. Specular Component 
1.5o,l 12'7. 
2 . 0 13% 
2 . 5 13% 
3 .5 21% 
4 .5 34'7 • 

.60 L--'~.5~2.~0~2~.5~~~~5--4~.5~-5~.5---6~L-7.L.0- .1 

A,MICRONS 

Spectral directional hemisphen:cal reflectance of gold 
mesh. 

Eac h poinl is Ihe average of Ihree delerminations. 

o 1.0 L5 2-0 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.0 

A, MICRONS 

FIGURE 11. Spectral directional hemispherical reflectance of ([ 
porcelain enameled specimen. 

D. Directional annular cone reflectance. The 
directional annular cone reflectance of samples of 
Crystex brand sulfur, BaS04, and gold mesh was meas
ured at 2.5 /-L and compared to the values computed 
for - the perfect diffuser. The directional annular 
cone refl ectan ce p(d-a-c) is defined as follows 

In the direct measuremen ts, CPt was always 1T/2, 
and the flux reaching the detector was restricted to 
the annular solid angle between CP I and 1T/2 by means 
of a circular di sk centered on the sample and placed 
just below the first focal plane_ Five shields were 
used to obtain five differe nt values of CPl. In each 
case, the reading with a shield in place was divided 
by F,. to obtain the ratio of the directional annular 
cone refl ec tance to the directional he mispherical 
refl ectance. By subtracting the values obtained with 
successively larger shields, it was possible to separate 
the he mispherical reflectance into five annular cone 

( 271" ( <1'2 J ), L'(cp', 0') cos cp' 

p(d-a-c) = 0 <PI L(70, O)~w 
sm cp' dcp' dO' 

(32) 
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FIGUR E 12. Spectral directional hemispherical reiiectance of oxi
dized Kllnth al . 

TABLE 6. "True" specular components 

P, · 13% Rh Gold mesh Porce lain Oxid ized 
e namel Kan lha l 

Miero n ~ % % % % 
I.:; 60.0 4.0 3.0 -3.0 
2.0 73.0 4.0 4.0 - 2.0 
2.:; 74.0 4.0 4.0 - 1.0 
3.:; no 4.0 12.0 - 1.0 
45 78.0 4.0 25.0 .., 1.0 
5.5 79.0 4.0 - 1.0 
6.5 81.0 4.0 - 1.0 

reflectances. These are compared to th e computed 
ratio for a perfec t diffuser in table 7. It should be 
noted that th e spec ific measure me nt techniqu e used 
will not yield the most accurate data since these data 
were not correc ted for various sys te m losses. 

TABLE 7. Ratio of directional annular cone reflectance at 2.5 /J- to 
the directional hemispherical reflectance for diffusely reflecting 
samples 

<P; <P, Pt: rfcc i Crys lcx BaSO, Culd mesh 
diffuse r sulfur 

0 14.5 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08 
145 .34.3 .25 .24 .25 .28 
34.:l 43.7 . 16 . 17 .16 .16 
43.7 62.8 .3 1 .32 .3 1 .29 
62.8 79.5 .18 .17 .17 .16 
79.5 90.0 .0.3 .04 .04 .03 

It can be seen from the tables that th e barium sulfate 
co mes closes t to being a perfec t diffuser, and that the 
s ulfur is also a very good diffuse r. While the gold 
mes h re fl ects an appreciable percentage into each 
of th e annular co nes, it re fl ec ts more than a perfect 
diffu ser at angles less th an 34.3°, and less than a per
fect diffu ser a t angles from 43.7° to 79.5°. This can 
be interpreted to indicate apprec iable in crease III 

re fl ection in spec ular a nd near specular directions. 
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7. Summary and Conclusions 

An ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer was designed and 
built. It consists essentially of (1) a source of mono
chromatic flux , (2) an ellipsoidal mirror re fl ec tor, and 
(3) a detector. A beam of chopped monochromatic 
flux from a monochromator equipped with a Globar 
source is focu sed through a small hole in the ellip
soidal mirror onto the specimen, which is centered 
on the first focal point of the ellipsoid. The reflected 
flux is collected by the ellipsoidal mirror , and fo cused 
onto the detec tor , which is centered on the second 
focal point. The incident flux is measured (1) (in the 
absolute mode) by moving the detector to the first 
focal point , and measuring it directly, or (2) (in the 
comparison mode) by substituting a mirror of known 
reflectance for the specimen . It should be empha
sized that the re fl ec tomete r measures reflectance III 

absolute units by both tec hniques. 
Serious problem s were e ncountered, that led to 

errors on th e order of 50 perce nt of th e meas ured 
reflectance. These large errors were found to be due 
to th e variation in spatial and angular se nsitivity of 
th e detec tor and over-fillin g of the detec tor sensitive 
area. These errors were eliminated by use of a s ulfur
coated averaging s phere on the detector. 

Because of the unique opti cal syste m, each direc tion 
from the first focal point of the ellipsoid toward the 
mirror corresponds to a point in the first fo cal plane, 
a nd each solid a ngle from the first focal point cor
res ponds to an area in the firs t focal plane. Hence, it 
is possible , by th e use of shields in the fir st focal plan e, 
to measure th e flux reflected in any desired solid angle 
about any desired direc tion . In thi s way, accurate 
es timates can be made of all known losses , and cor
rec ti ons applied. This also permits meas ure me nt 
of (1) directional-hemispherical re fl ec tance, (2) specular 
re fl ec tance , (3) nons pecular reflectance, and (4) direc
tional annular cone re fl ectance. 

An analysis of all known e rrors leads to the conclu
sion that the ins trum ent is capable of meas uring direc
tional-he mis pherical reflectance to an accuracy of at 
leas t 0.01 [15]. 

Data are presented on the directional-he mis pherical 
refl ec tance at wavelengths from 1.5 to 7.0 p., of annealed 
platinum-13 percent rhodium alloy, gold mesh, a porce
lain enamel , and oxidized Kanthal ; in addition , the 
spec ular compone nt of reflec ted flu x is separately 
evaluated for these mate rial s. Data are also presented 
on the directional annular cone reflec tan ce of the gold 
mesh , barium sulfate, and Crystex brand sulfur. 

The assistance of Warren D. Hayes, Jr., and David 
P. DeWitt in construction of the equipment and early 
testing; and of John T. Perone, Jr., in making many 
of the measurements, is gratefully acknowledged. 
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